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Rate Model
• Data: observe the number of events yx at x, 

and assume yx ~ Poisson(µx),

where yx (or µx) depends on a size variable tx (which is observed) 

that determines the number of opportunities for the events to occur

Some examples:

 yx = number of burglaries reported in different cities

tx = number of households in these cities

 yx = number of customers served by sales workers

tx = the amounts of time these workers spent

• Q: how to model the rate data?

For such cases, we may be interested in the relationship between:

µx/tx (the rate at x) ↔ ηx = Xβ, 

instead of µx ↔ ηx = Xβ

use binomial GLM if tx represents the total number of trials

 Then, px=µx/tx

 Example: burglary example  a household regarded as a trial

p. 4-13
 If the proportions µx/tx are small and tx are large, Poisson 

GLM is an effective approximation to the binomial GLM

 Q: can tx always be regarded as the total number of trials?

 In customer service example, the tx is not a count
 In burglary example, some households

may be affected more than once

Fit a Normal linear model: yx/tx = Xβ + ε

 However, there are often difficulties with normality

and unequal variance, particularly if yx are small

Use a Poisson GLM with the link (cf., link in log-linear model):

 log(tx) is regarded as a term with coefficient fixed as 1

 This approach models the rate while still maintaining the 

count response for the log-linear model  called rate model

 A term on the covariate side having 

no parameter attached is called an offset

log(µx/tx) = ηx = Xβ (⇔ log(µx) = 1×log(tx) + X β ≡ ηx’ )

 Reading: Faraway (2006, 1st ed.), 3.2
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p. 4-14Negative Binomial Response

where yx ~ negative binomial, i.e.,

• Negative binomial distribution can arise naturally in several ways:

yx = the number of trials until the rx
th success; 

 Example: a system can withstand rx hits; the prob. of a hit

in a given time period is px  yx = the lifetime of the system

The generalization of Poisson response: 

yx|λx ~Poisson(λx), where λx is gamma distributed

A limiting distribution for urn schemes

that can be used to model contagion

• We now re-parameterize the negative binomial as follows:

yx’ =yx−rx and αx=(1/px)−1 (⇔ px=(1+αx)
−1)

• Data: observe
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